WARS
How a budget airline is
changing the way we fly

Australian cheapie airline Jetstar first landed in New Plymouth on
February 1 this year. JIM TUCKER looks at what it’s done to our travel.
ROB TUCKER took the photos:
The penny finally dropped about half an hour into the flight. The wide-bodied passenger jet
was well on its way towards the big red Australian heart when a flight attendant holding a
meal tray worked her way down our aisle checking seat numbers. She stopped at mine,
deposited the tray: “Hello Mr Tucker. Here’s your meal.”
“I’m honoured, thanks, but why am I being served first?”
“You’re the only one with a meal in this section.”
The passenger beside me salutes with his beer can, explains: “Meals are optional, mate. This
is Jetstar…”

And so I get my introduction to low-cost flying. A lifetime’s perception of travel - mostly on
Air New Zealand flights when every passenger on long haul got a meal - was changed in an
instant.
That was 2006. A decade on, the concept of opt-in extras in exchange for super-cheap air
travel has finally got to Taranaki. Jetstar’s here. This story is about the revolution its arrival
has touched off in the way we’re travelling.
ichael Riley could rightly claim to be Jetstar’s biggest Taranaki fan. Perhaps best
known as a leading voice on the New Plymouth District Council’s now-defunct youth
working party, he wrote an extraordinary letter about the airline to the Taranaki Daily
News in March.
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Among other things, it thanked Jetstar for coming to New Plymouth and delivering low cost
air fares, competition and on-time flights. A passenger on the inaugural flight to Auckland on
February 1, he said there were numerous people on the trip who’d never flown before.
“Since then I have experienced Jetstar flights in and out of New Plymouth Airport more than
10 times because prices allow for it. Everything from check in, to boarding, to landing and
reaching your final destination is perfect.”
So far, he’d had only one delayed flight, and he got a text from the airline the night before to
warn him they had a sick pilot, so his flight would go later than scheduled.
He says a Facebook page he set up supporting the airline (now removed) got 16,000 likes.
Why is he such an advocate? Are they paying him? Certainly not,
says Riley, adding that the only freebie he’s had was the inaugural
return trip, which included a night in an Auckland hotel.
“No, I’m doing it because I think it’s important to have
competition on our air services.”
So a key question: is Michael Riley justified in praising
Jetstar to the skies?
This is where the story gets interesting.
He’s presumably right so far as his own experiences
are concerned, but in some respects that’s as far as
it goes. There are a few issues, as might be expected
with such a major new undertaking.
Before we get to those, let’s recap on what’s
happened so far.
Jetstar – the “Warehouse branch”
of Australia’s national airline,
Qantas - first came to New
Zealand in 2005 with an
international connection to
Christchurch.
In 2009, it began domestic flights
between Auckland, Wellington,
Christchurch and Queenstown,
and later added Dunedin.
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According to travel agents I spoke to for this story,
that did little to help travel costs to places like New
Plymouth.
They believe when Air NZ found itself up against
Jetstar on main centre routes, the airline
maintained its traditionally expensive regional
route prices to subsidise its need for competitive
prices between the big cities.
It was not uncommon for people needing urgent
travel to New Plymouth from “remote” places like
Queenstown to shell out more than $1000.
To be fair to Air NZ, the airline also maintained a
comprehensive service to and from New Plymouth,
giving Taranaki travellers a wide choice every day.
The scene changed dramatically in the middle of
last year, when Jetstar announced it would fly into
the provinces – Hawkes Bay, Manawatu,
Nelson…and Taranaki.

Airport café proprietor Jim Hickey – “the place
is buzzing with first time flyers”.

It’s early days, but so far the effects have been
remarkable.
Passenger traffic has jumped significantly at the four regional airports with new Jetstar
services. New Plymouth reported February’s throughput was 13.1 percent higher than for the
same month last year, while Palmerston North was up a whopping 26 percent. According to
Jetstar, total Nelson traffic is up 18 percent and Napier 13 percent.
Who are these people, and why are they suddenly taking to the air? It’s the prices, stupid.
Jetstar is way cheaper, if you book well ahead. March Jetstar fares booked three weeks in
advance tended to be about half those of Air NZ, although the gap narrowed markedly by
departure day.
In the example I tracked for this story – comparing Jetstar’s 7.20am flight on March 10 from
New Plymouth to Auckland with Air NZ’s 7.40am – some 20 days out from flight day Jetstar
cost about $65 one way, compared to about $125 for Air NZ. Some passengers on that Jetstar
flight booked even earlier and paid only $39. However, by March 9, the day before the flight,
the margin in favour of Jetstar had closed to a mere $7.
A lot of the growth is coming from people who don’t usually fly, or may even be flying for
the first time, according to people who work at the airport. For such travellers, getting to
Auckland to see the grand-children, to make an international connection or get some
specialist surgery, usually meant a car trip. Now it’s cheap flights.
The airport café proprietor, former TVNZ weatherman Jim Hickey, has noticed a lift in
business and a difference in his clientele since Jetstar arrived.
“It’s lovely to see, actually. There’s more talk in the café. Whereas once it was a bit quieter
with all the suits working away on their laptops over a coffee, now we’re seeing people who
are excited at the thrill of their first flight.” He expects the increase in sales will result in a
need for extra staff.
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Jetstar communications manager Phil Boeyen says Taranaki travellers have embraced
competition and are enjoying some of the lowest air fares for years. Some are taking
advantage to enjoy a leisurely day trip to Auckland to see the sights or go shopping.
Boeyen says New Plymouth was
chosen as one four new regional
destinations because the airline saw
the potential to grow the market. So
far, loads are in line with expectations.
“We’re committed to our regional
expansion for the long term.”
Through its 40 new flights a week
between New Plymouth and
Auckland, Jetstar has expanded the
New Plymouth flight traffic from a
monthly total of about 850 when it
was just Air NZ (almost 200 a week),
to more than 1000 flights a month.

Terminal 2, the temporary quarters for Jetstar at New Plymouth
Airport. Below: Airport manager Kevin Hill. Bottom: Carpark
congestion.

Put another way, the number of seats
available has grown from about
50,000 a month to nearly 60,000 (at
the time of writing, Air NZ showed no
signs of cutting services).
Jetstar had a daily midday flight
planned (it unfortunately showed as
“cancelled” on the airport flight board
when we visited), but at time of
writing it was on hold while trends
settled down. That would add another
dozen or so flights each week.
The impact on New Plymouth Airport
has been instant and far-reaching, says
manager Kevin Hill, who’s in his 10th
year running the place and has seen
passenger aircraft grow from 19seaters to today’s 68-seat machines. He says there have been days this year when people have
had to park on the carpark grass verges because there was no space.
He’s looking forward to work starting on the terminal and carpark extensions, whose
dimensions have been expanded in a project plan that needed revision after Jetstar announced
its intentions.

I

t’s 6.25 on the morning of March 10, still dark with a hint of dawn in the east. Three Air
NZ planes squat under floodlights in front of the New Plymouth Airport terminal
building, but we’re ignoring them for now.

Our business is with a shiny white building at the eastern end of the airport precinct, a
recycled hall from the former power station single men’s camp at Paritutu, trucked here at the
beginning of the year and converted into temporary quarters for the brash Oz newcomers.
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There’s no plane yet, but inside is busy with travellers. Jetstar orange jumps off one wall
behind two big smiles atop matching orange uniforms. A warm welcome on a warmish earlyautumn morning.
Our business is to suss out the
new airline, which has agreed to
fly me and brother Rob Tucker,
the photographer, on the first of
its three daily flights to Auckland
that day.
Opposition Air NZ has come to
the party to get us back home in
the early evening.
Sussing out begins with a chat to
passengers waiting on the
temporary terminals’ recycled
council chairs.

Graham and Christine Mora – to Auckland and back for $84 each.

Some flash-looking wooden benches have come from the Govett-Brewster Art Gallery,
surplus after its recent revamp, but nobody’s sure whether to sit or put their feet up on them.
Graham and Christine Mora are on their first New Zealand Jetstar flight. She’s going to
Auckland to have cataracts removed. They booked early, which meant getting up there for
$45 each and back for $39.
The return flight next weekend has been changed by
Jetstar, but they don’t seem to mind – their flights cost
less than it does to take a cab
from Auckland airport to the
city centre.
Tony Butler’s on his first Jetstar
trip, as well.
His is a one-way journey to
Auckland to collect a truck to
drive back to New Plymouth.
He booked his flight a week
back, so it was a bit dearer, $90.
The next traveller we talk to is
less than pleased, even though
her flight cost only $39. Janica Herlihy said she booked four flights
on Jetstar and so far three of them had been changed.

Tony Butler – first Jetstar flight.

The latest alteration meant she would have to mooch around
Auckland’s international terminal for eight hours before she could
take her Jetstar flight to the Gold Coast to meet up with her daughter.
That’s not what she wanted, but she couldn’t change plans.
“Where I went wrong is I booked all four flights in one go. When
Jetstar changed this one (to Auckland), I thought I could avoid the
wait by cancelling and going on Air NZ. But Jetstar said if I did that
they wouldn’t let me keep the next one to Gold Coast.
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Janica Herlihy – “never again”.

“That’s it as far as I’m concerned. I’ll never fly with them again.”
Flight changes, re-scheduling and cancellations appear to be problem for Jetstar, if media
reports, Facebook posts on pages like “We Hate Jetstar”, and accounts on a website called
“Don’t Fly Jetstar” are an accurate indication.
Taranaki travellers have had mixed experiences, according to Facebook posts reported by the
Taranaki Daily News in early March. New Plymouth’s Tracey Goble said the company
changed the flight times on tickets she booked after the August 31 2015 announcement Jetstar
would fly here. "I rung, told them to get stuffed, got a refund and re-booked with our good ol’
faithful Air New Zealand." she posted on Facebook.
Bayleigh Dransfield posted saying Jetstar changed her flight "about five times" and the whole
experience "was a complete shambles".
However, Rebecca Hartley-Smith said her experience was positive. "We flew with them with
our two young children and they were fantastic. We were delayed, however they
communicated this early on and I think that that is what is important - great communication
and great service."
Phil Boeyen: “Operational cancellations have been very low on the new regional network,
averaging 0.3 percent for the three months to the end of February. In fact, in the first six
weeks after we started in February we didn’t have a single operational cancellation to or from
New Plymouth.
“In mid-February we made some changes to our regional schedule for travel from March
onwards; however, the schedule is now consistent. On our jet network our cancellation rate is
around 1% annually, which is also low.”
Let’s take a closer look at cancellations. Analysis of publicly available information on the
two airlines’ websites shows that in 2015, the cancellation rate on the main routes (using jets)
was 1.2 percent for Jetstar, compared with 0.4 percent for Air NZ.
Looking at cancellations on the regional routes (turboprop aircraft) in the six weeks between
February 1 and March 13 this year, Jetstar cancelled 24 of its 1390 flights (1.7 percent), while
Air NZ cancelled 55 of 3625 (1.5 percent). Air NZ’s overall cancellation rate during that
period (jets and turboprops) was only 0.8 percent, while Jetstar’s was 1.4 percent.
Boeyen says that as a low-cost carrier, Jetstar is focused on keeping costs low, which in turn
enables it to offer low fares to travellers. “That said, it was very focused on providing
consistently strong on-time performance on the new regional network. We know how
important punctuality is to our customers. Jetstar was the country’s most on-time domestic jet
airline in 2014.”
Let’s explore punctuality a little more, as well. Jetstar claimed the best “on-time” rate for
2014, but it appears to have slipped last year when its monthly average was 86.5 percent,
compared with Air NZ’s 90.9 percent.
Boeyen said the airline expected to carry well in excess of two million passengers in New
Zealand this year. The three new regional routes introduced in February more than doubled
the number of weekly regional flights from 80 to over 220, with a further increase to more
than 230 in March.
“This is a significant expansion and naturally these new routes and additional services need
time to become established.”
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Whatever the experience of others,
our March 10 Jetstar plane arrives
on time at 6.50am.
It’s a newish-looking Bombardier
Q300 (one of five the airline has
brought over from Australia, where
it has closed some domestic
services).
About a quarter of an hour later we
begin boarding on the disabilityfriendly ramp and all 43 of us are
seated by 7.15. That’s a healthy
loading – 86% - for the 50-seater.
The youthful male attendant begins
his welcome and warnings, but the
public address system is so scratchy
with static we catch only a few
words.
The twin props start at 7.18 and
we’re away on time, leaving the
ground at 7.25am.
So far, there’s no hint of lateness,
which is showing up as another
Jetstar problem, according to those
working at the airport, sometimes
keeping passengers sitting in the
terminal or in planes for up to 40
minutes.
March 10 turns out to be a fine day
for flying. It’s windless, so no
bumps, which might be just as well
since the seat pocket seems to be
missing sick bags (and any reading
apart from the safety messages).

Below: The flights board at
Auckland’s domestic terminal,
giving some idea of how the Jetstar
and Air NZ operations compare.

Breakfast is a fresh muffin and a
bottle of water (an extra $6 if we
had been paying).
We’re approaching Auckland before
we know it, and we get a hint about
why the planes struggle to stay on
time.
The pilot’s message is largely
incomprehensible on the crackly
PA, but we gather our flight is 12th
in the queue to land.
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That means a pleasant tour over the far eastern Auckland suburb of Beachlands, with
Waiheke Island close by. We get to the airport gate at 8.22am. We’re 17 minutes late. How
much will that early morning delay compound as the day goes on, we wonder. There’s
runway maintenance going on at Auckland, Phil Boeyen points out later.
The place is congested and under pressure as air travel continues to grow, which brings us to
a key part of this story – what’s happening to New Plymouth Airport.

T

he relatively sudden arrival of Jetstar in Taranaki (announced on August 31 last year,
first flight five months later) was greeted with acclaim in some quarters.
But behind the scenes it caused a fairly serious disruption to some well-laid plans.
Those of the airport owners, to be exact.

New Plymouth District Council and the Government own 50 percent each, and in May last
year they announced design work would start based on a 2014 airport master plan to spend
$11.5 million over three years rebuilding the terminal ($9 million), extending the aircraft
parking aprons ($1.3 million), expanding the carparks ($300,000), upgrading water and
sewerage services ($700,000) and upgrading the main runway ($250,000).
Jetstar coming here has added an extra million to the project (now estimated to cost $13
million), and a hastening of the work schedule. The terminal will now require additional floor
space and separate facilities for Air NZ and Jetstar.
Temporary measures costing about $400,000 were needed as soon as possible. They included
the provisional second terminal, shifting the tarmac refuelling point and extra car-parking,
and mean in the end Jetstar coming to Taranaki will arguably cost us nearly a million and a
half (bearing in mind the extra parking and the fuel pump shift were scheduled anyway).
Who’s us? Not the ratepayers, it turns out. The airport is operated as a stand-alone business
that pays for itself, and with phenomenal growth in passenger traffic over the past decade it’s
doing well enough on present calculations to cover the cost of borrowing the money needed
for the improvements without asking for handouts from the council or the government.
Airport Inc gets its income from charging fees to airlines (calculated on the number of
passengers on each flight) and other users, as well as people who park at the airport. A 2014
review paper that proposed upping the charges for the first time in seven years showed
income was about $2 million a year then, rising to more than $3 million in 2016-17 if the fees
were increased.
Obviously, the airlines recover the airport charges through ticket prices, so it’s passengers,
not ratepayers directly, who will pay for the cost of the airport revamp.
Passenger traffic increases have far exceeded projections. The 2004 master plan predicted it
would take 20 years for the total of 200,000 a year to get to more than 300,000, but in fact
between 2007 and 2014 it grew from 260,000 to 343,000. That can be attributed to booming
business in the gas, oil and dairy industries over those years, and tourism has grown, as well
(it currently looks like our best prospect).
With Jetstar seemingly bringing out a whole new bunch of travellers (somewhere between 10
and 20 percent, perhaps) growth looks certain. The 2014 master plan reckons airport
passenger traffic will continue to grow at nearly five percent a year and hit 550,000 by 2023.
Whoa there. That’s only seven years away. What about the economy? The province is
enduring a rare double whammy – simultaneous recessions in dairying and gas/oil – so do
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Jetstar and the council’s planners and consultants see something the rest of us don’t? And this
question: what if Jetstar pulls out after a while (plenty of would-be Air NZ competitors have
done that in the past)?
The council has thought of that, says property assets manager Peter
Handcock, who has been involved with airport planning since 2008. Its
new contracts with airlines incorporate a regular review of the project
charge required to recover the actual cost to the airport.
That’s wise, for the council. Not so great for travellers, since loans to
cover the projected $15 million airport debt will still have to be paid off.
If Air NZ ends up with its monopoly restored, it doesn’t take a genius to
work out who will pay in the end.
And what about the temporary Jetstar terminal? Handcock says the
council is confident it could be let to someone else, perhaps one of the
small commercial operators, like those picking away at regions recently
abandoned by Air NZ (Taupo and Whakatane, for example).

Peter Handcock

This is negative talk, though, and there are people who believe Jetstar’s entry is well-timed.
They include those who say if you can make something pay during the hard times, you’ll
cream it when things pick up. Let’s not put those words into the mouth of Stuart Trundle (he
didn’t say them), but the chief executive of Venture Taranaki is optimistic about the airline’s
arrival.
“Welcoming a second major airline to Taranaki is a reflection of our region’s growing
tourism numbers and sustained business travel volumes,” he says. The expanded capacity was
helping the region’s economy during a period of low commodity prices.
“The region is currently benefiting from media attention and wider awareness of the Len Lye
Centre, the growing profile of the Pouakai Crossing and other walking adventures, and a
strengthening of our region’s unique events. We are seeing more visitors come to the region,
and they are staying longer.”
In 2015, visitors brought an estimated $283 million to the Taranaki economy. A total of
1,718,320 guest nights were spent in the region – 567,947 with commercial accommodation
providers, and 1,150,373 with friends and relatives. Some 14 percent of commercial guests
and 30 percent of non-commercial guests were international visitors.
He said increased capacity and the introduction of competition on the route would have
longer-term outcomes on the cost, availability and ease of travel, but there was also a need to
balance that with “a strategic imperative. We are looking at how we can partner with both Air
New Zealand and Jetstar to further grow visitor numbers and extend passenger numbers
across the shoulder and quieter winter seasons.”
Trundle is not alone in thinking Jetstar offers new possibilities. Another is Gavin Faull
(owner of one of the country’s biggest and best dairy farms at Tikorangi), whose Aucklandbased hotel management company handles more than 150 properties around the world,
including one in Queenstown.
“I’m now looking for an opportunity to do something in New Plymouth. I believe
competition is the only way to survive, and Jetstar moving in has helped put Taranaki on the
tourism map even more. With Mt Messenger and the Awakino Gorge about to be fixed, we’re
going to be a much easier three and half-hour drive from Auckland, and I expect tourism will
overtake black and white gold in Taranaki.”
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J

ohn Campbell knows a thing or two about tourism. He should – he’s been a travel agent
for 48 years. His advertisements for group trips and travel arranging have been
appearing on page three of the Taranaki Daily News for as long as anyone can
remember. With that much experience, there’s not much that surprises him these days
about the way people get themselves to and from Taranaki.

But his immense knowledge of the travel industry doesn’t soften his irritation at what’s
happening with air travel these days. Jetstar’s arrival in town is part of it, and we’ll come to
that in a moment; his main gripe is the way all airlines have been treating travel agents like
him over the past decade or more.
Time was, whenever Campbell booked someone on an airline it would pay him a small
commission. Then some airlines figured they could “cut out the middle man” and stopped
paying. Before long, none paid. Passengers still had to pay something for his services, of
course, so he was forced to introduce a small fee – about $100 for Australia, $150 for North
America and $200 for Europe and Britain.
He notes wryly that these days some airlines are falling on harder times following events like
the recent Paris nightclub shootings, so they’re willing to pay a small commission again.
But such behaviour rankles with Campbell, and like other agents I spoke to for this story, he’s
sceptical about Jetstar, labelling them somewhat of a “McDonald’s airline – you add this
extra and you add that one, and the so-called cheap airfare begins to cost more than you
thought.
“Like easyJet and ryanair, who are serious players in the budget airline market in the UK and
Europe, Jetstar provides a cheaper airfare without the bells and whistles of other brands. At
the end of the day the traveller can make his or her call based on the experience they have
had.
“What we must also realise, competition is not a bad thing, and the introduction of Jetstar has
already meant flights out of New Plymouth have come down.”
Another agent (not prepared to be named) calls Jetstar “an internet airline” because everyone,
agents included, have to go online to book flights. That’s okay until something needs to be
changed (a regular occurrence when an agent is planning a long trip for someone), and then
“we have to get in the Jetstar phone queue for 20 minutes with everyone else, and sometimes
when you finally get through you’re kept waiting again, usually to be told they can’t change
it”.
That differs from dealing with airlines like Air New Zealand, which have an online system
that allows agents access to make their own changes.
The travel agent business has faced tougher times since the growth of the world wide web in
the 1990s, as people found they could make their own arrangements and airlines were only
too keen to accommodate them. Specialist websites with slick mobile device apps now offer a
wide range of options.
But there are pitfalls, and some agents are seeing a trend away from “Google travel”. People
are falling victim to problems like failing to understand the 24-clock and time zones, not
allowing enough time to transfer from one flight to the next at a waypoint airport, or getting
stranded by a cancelled or delayed flight and not having anyone they can call to extract them.
Or worse, not realising they need a visa or special documentation to get into many countries.
The internet often doesn’t mention the special permissions you need to enter (or even fly
over) places like Russia, the US, Britain, Europe, Australia and, more recently, Canada.
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Airlines are not allowed to take people without the right stamps, and New Zealand’s biggestjumping off point, Auckland Airport, is getting stuck with a growing number of people whose
travel doesn’t even get off first base. Some airlines are demanding a payment of $100 to sort
out a last-minute visa application for people who didn’t get a US visa (costing $US14).
As one said to me, some people who travel a lot will be able to “fly Google” and have no
problems if they’re happy to spend hours on their computer getting the ducks lined up. But
many travellers don’t have the knowhow to get it right and are blinded by what looks like the
cheap flight of a lifetime. It might be…or not.
I checked this out for myself in the month leading up to writing this, which meant getting to
grips with the wonderful world of the travel app. Esoteric names like “Bravofly”,
“Helloworld”, “Tripsta”, “Jetradar”, “Budgetair”, “BYOjet”, the more familiar “Grabaseat”
(Air NZ), Jetstar’s own app, and a constant source of entertainment called “eDreams”.
Dealing with the last one first, eDreams is a US-based app which promises much, but in fact
appears to indulge in what an Australian court recently dubbed “price dripping”. That means
sometimes the fare price you find on the website’s opening page seems to grow magically by
the time you get through to the page asking for your credit card details.
For example, the eDreams site on March 7 had Jetstar’s 7.20am March 10 flight listed at $84
on its opening page, but by the time I got through to the pay page that jumped to $107
without me ticking anything.
The site could be inconsistent. Most days its prices for Jetstar were cheaper than Air NZ, but
on February 23 it listed Air NZ’s 7.40am March 10 flight at $40.57 on the opening page,
while the competing Jetstar flight at 7.20am was $45.57 (I didn’t explore further to see what
the actual prices were). That same day, rival sites like Bravofly had Jetstar at $66.40 and
Helloworld had Air NZ at $125.
The points to emerge from my daily checks leading up to March 10 were that the airlines’
own sites are often the cheapest (as are those of the major travel brokerages with pulling
power); the “find-you-the-cheapest-price,-sir” apps may be inconsistent and misleading
(travel site Tripadvisor has useful comments about eDreams, for instance); and you’re
probably better off using a travel agent to book anything more than a routine domestic air
journey.
In the Australian court case mentioned above, Jetstar and Virgin Australia were condemned
by the Federal Court for using “price dripping”, which it called misleading, deceptive and in
contravention of Australian consumer law.
At the time, Jetstar said it wanted customers to understand all fees and charges associated
with bookings, which was “why we have progressively made changes to make it clearer at
every step of the booking process what charges may apply".
It said millions of flights were booked without fees each year, using direct payments, the
POLi system and Jetstar's own credit cards.
So what happens here in New Zealand? Well, “price dripping” by the look of it – that was
John Campbell’s point about the airline being like McDonald’s.
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Experiences will no doubt vary, but my
own trial with Jetstar bookings taken
through to the pay page showed a basic
$58 return journey from New Plymouth
to Auckland could grow to $96.95 if I
didn’t opt out of three payments that
had been pre-selected for me.
These were for adding 20kg of luggage
on each trip ($18), getting to pre-select
seats ($10) and getting travel insurance.
Both Air NZ and Jetstar were taking
this approach for a while, but after
complaints Air NZ dropped it last year. The Commerce Commission has been looking at
Jetstar’s practices and in March, as this story was being prepared, Jetstar said it would stop
opt-outs by the end of April.

T

he most regular fliers in and out of New Plymouth are what those in the industry call
“the corporates”, the staff of the bigger organisations like oil companies, banks,
power companies, local councils, farming groups and variations thereof. So far,
they’re tending to wait and see, if those spoken to for this article are an accurate

gauge.

For them, reliability and schedules that fit meetings are as important as, if not more important
than, saving money on travel. They have been using Air NZ for a long time and they know
they can rely on getting to their meetings in Auckland or the capital on time, even if they may
have had to grit teeth about the cost.
The latter is the reason corporates as much as anyone else who travels are happy to see some
competition, and why they might occasionally use Jetstar now if it suits.
Not that there’s much sign of a shift so far. Taxi drivers waiting in the line at the airport say
they are seeing little change in their business, which they say is mostly corporate customers.
As one commented wryly: “Why would someone else pay us $40 for a trip into town when
they’re just got off a $29 flight from Auckland?”
Powerco corporate affairs manager Neil Holdom says his organisation – which has offices in
New Plymouth, Wellington, Tauranga and Palmerston North – is always looking at ways to
“manage costs down. If Jetstar can provide a service that meets the needs of our staff and we
save money, then we would do that. Potentially, over time, they may see some of our
business.”
Asked specifically about its policy on changing passenger bookings, Air NZ said it didn’t
make last minute cancellations to services because of loads. “Any schedule changes that
occur are for operational reasons and generally occur a long way out from the travel date. In
this situation passengers are re-accommodated onto other services.”
So, it’s an air war, or perhaps a duel between two behemoths, while dozens of bit players step
back to watch from the side-lines. Some of it has been amusing, like the newspaper
advertisement placed by Air NZ calling Jetstar on its claims about being the country’s most
punctual airline.
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So much for the stereotypes. Just how much of a dinosaur is the incumbent, with its timeless
history of providing a comprehensive service to every city in a country beset with weather
challenges and big expectations?
Some of the corporate players I spoke to aren’t unhappy with Air NZ’s reliability,
comprehensive flight schedule and the inter-connection it offers to most other parts of the
country. It’s the cost they gripe about.
It’s hard to be sure if the Air NZ pencil has been sharpened since Jetstar came here, given
seat prices were coming down a bit anyway, helped by lower fuel costs. In early March, the
airline’s online cheap seat option, Grabaseat, had deals going for $39 (Auckland), $49
(Wellington) and $59 Christchurch if you booked about a month or so out.
Janna Wilkinson, Air NZ external communications consultant - group communications, says
Grabaseat at times also puts in even cheaper offers as part of its own retail sale activity. “In
the past five months, Grabaseat has had fares as low as $1 on the Auckland-New Plymouth
route. On average, Grabaseat offers around 175 seats per week specifically for the Taranaki
region, which equates to nearly 9000 seats a year.
“Our normal lead-in fare on our Auckland–New Plymouth route is $45, and we think that is a
good deal.”
She says investment in new turboprop aircraft over the past five years and subsequent
capacity increases meant Air NZ had been able to offer lower fares to build demand.
“We have delivered reduced lead-in fares to every one of the 22 domestic ports we operate to.
“To put some further context around this, we expect to offer more than two million seats
under $100 on the domestic network in 2016.”
Comparisons with Jetstar evoke the old saw: “You get what you pay for”. That was strongly
reinforced when Rob and I headed home on March 10.
From the newish regional lounge to the newer, bigger ATR aircraft (68 seats) with its two
flight attendants, inflight magazine, sick bags, included snack and the familiar lolly round,
this all felt more comfortable and befitting an airline that wins world-wide awards.
Interestingly, the 4.25pm flight from Auckland to New Plymouth had 29 passengers, giving a
loading of only 42 percent.
But Wilkinson says the schedule of flights remains unchanged, and notes Jetstar’s promise of
a fourth return journey has failed to materialise.
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The Air NZ experience at
Auckland domestic airport
– checking in, boarding,
cookies, water, lollies –
and something in case.

She wouldn’t discuss trends since
Jetstar’s arrival, except to say Air NZ
had grown capacity to New Plymouth
by 25 percent between 2010 and 2015.
The airline operates two aircraft types
for New Plymouth - ATRs (68 seaters
with 2 pilots and 2 cabin crew), and
Q300s (50 seaters with 2 pilots and 1
cabin crew).
It’s progressively increasing the ATR
deployment on the Auckland to New
Plymouth route during 2016.
That may mean even bigger ATRs (90
seaters) and the need for an extension of
the runway length from 1310 metres to
1500.

The Air NZ regional Koru lounge at Auckland domestic
airport.

As an aside, it’s worth noting the views of Bryce Barnett, a New Plymouth property
developer who flies often. He prefers the Q300s because they have greater tolerance for cross
winds (up to 37 knots) compared to the ATRs (only 28 knots).
As you make your choice and pay your money – and perhaps hope Jetstar will soon introduce
flights to Wellington – it’s worth knowing something Air NZ undoubtedly hopes will have
some small influence on people’s loyalty.
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Wilkinson: “Air New Zealand is committed to New Plymouth and supports the Taranaki
region in a number of ways, including sponsorship of the TSB Bank Festival of Lights
(during the 2015/16 summer, the airline gave away flights to Buenos Aires with a promotion
at the event); we featured the new Len Lye Centre on the cover of October’s Kia Ora
magazine, with a travel feature in the same issue and a feature of the Len Lye centre itself;
we brought a travel writer to Taranaki in association with Venture Taranaki; and we filmed in
the region for our More Deals Every Day campaign, which is currently running and imagery
featured on the billboard and bus stops around Auckland.”
The incumbent or the newcomer? Your choice.
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